
A new era of emergency bags and backpacks has begun...

EROcase®
The new face

The new face
Quality „Made in EU“



EROcase®
The new face

Yesterday was yesterday, today is today

The innovative „EASY Clean hygiene concept“ 
• AEROcase® ProPack GT, GTA I, GTA II, GTS O2

• AEROcase® ProBag Baby  | Burn | Intox | Surgery

The previous solutions are reconceived. 

Many pockets, loops buckles, and for everything its own storage place.  

„Does that still meet today‘s standards and hygiene requirements?“

The fundamental insights of the past years are experiences which now lead to a new era, here and today.  

Solutions that live up to the everyday life of the rescue service. 

Nothing has been forgotten because of that, but the previous solutions are relegated to the background. 

New priorities are set for the development of an emergency bag or backpack.

A decision was needed urgently!
Because of the necessity of an elemental hygiene standard the solution is evident..

The keyword is: „Hygiene management“

We have put these demands to practice in our  
AEROcase® „EASY Clean hygiene concept“! 
The concept is based upon the demand for means of rescue which are easy to treat for cleaning, so maintenance periods are kept short.  

This in an elemental demand when the protection and health of patients and rescue personnel are at stake.

EROcase® - What you are going to get ...

Handmade rescue backpacks and bags conceived for the toughest conditions in the rescue service.  

Thanks to the innovative „EASY Clean hygiene concept“ hygienic cleaning is easy and service readiness is fast.  

Quality in detail

The material
Tarpaulin material: AEROtex® - PlanPRO : Disinfectable, tear and abrasion resistant and environmentally friendly recyclable.

„Durability even under the toughest operating conditions.“

 Our luminous red tarpaulin AEROtex® - PlanPRO was specially created in RAL 3024.  

This complies to the fluorescent red of the standard DIN EN 1789 Appendix A

 Reinforced edge protection and abrasion protection by the usage of Hypalon  

 where wear and tear of edges and surfaces is highest

 Solid, slip-resistant carrying handle, additionally riveted

 Metal eyelet to attach a CO-meter

 Extra strong metal eyelets for shoulder and back carrying straps

 Padded back area

 Anytime individually renewable back carrying straps

 Extensions in loop shape

 Snap In Magnetic System (SIMS)*  

     for a secure fit

 Transparent windows for inserting labels

 Quality with recognition factor

  

 







SIMS

*Only for models  

GTA I and GTA II



Luminous red 
RAL 3024





Lower shell Upper shell Lower shell Upper shell

EROcase®
The innovative concept

Magnetisches Modulsystem
What exactly does this mean?

A specific grid of ferromagnetic plates is part of the backpacks and keeps the color coded modular bags,  

which incorporate magnets, in place. This gives you the possiblity to individually organize your backpack. 

Thanks to the modular system, the interior of the bag can do without loops and velcro tapes,  

very prone to keep dirt. So, the risk of germs is significantly reduced.

How is the grid structured?

All AEROcase® - PROpack backpacks are equipped with a 4 x 7 grid (28 magnetic fields)  

and all AEROcase® - PRObag bags are equipped with a 4 x 4 grid (16 magnetic fields). 

Depending on these rectangular grids the modular bags are placed horizontally  

or vertically in the interior.

For the individual configuration of the interior you can chose from a wide range of available  

horizontal and vertical modular bags, with which the interior can be equipped gaplessly.
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Incorporated and movable ferromagnetic plates in  

the grid prevent a punctual abrasion of the material Side view Side view

The grid in the lower and upper shell

Depending on the model, our emergency backpacks and bags have either a lower shell or an upper and lower shell  

with integrated grid with magnetic technology. 

Upper and lower shell are different in inner dimension by different heights.

Accordingly, we have designed our modular bags:

Upper shellLower shell



Modoule diagnostic 

Grid 2 x 3 

EROcase®
Configuration options

Configure the interior according to your needs!

Module bandage 

Grid 2 x 4

Module diagnostic 

Grid 2 x 3 

Module ventilation 

Grid 2 x 4

Module universal 

Grid 2 x 2

Module universal 

Grid 2 x 1

Module universal 

Grid 4 x 1

Here is an example for EROcase® - PROpack

Here is an example for EROcase® - PRObag

Module universal 

Grid 2 x 1

Module universal 

Grid 2 x 1

Module universal 

Grid 2 x 2

Module universal 

Grid 4 x 2



GTA II

EROcase®
Customisable basic models

GTS

GT

GTA I

Horizontal modular bags
Grid example 4 x 2

Horizontal modules

The module cases
For the individual configuration of the interior you can chose from a wide range of available horizontal and vertical modular bags, with which  

the interior can be equipped gaplessly. The module bags range includes according to their intended use color-coded modules that are placed, 

depending on the orientation of each grid, vertically or horizontally in the interior.

   Ventilation | Intubation | Oxygen         Diagnostic         Bandage         Access | Ampoule case         Universal

Vertical modular bags
Grid example 2 x 4

Vertical modules

You have the choice!
Either you decide for a pre-configured model  (basic model)  with integrated modular bags from our „standard range“  

or you decide for a model that you configure with modular bags according to your needs.
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EROcase® - PROpack

EROcase® - PRObag

Individual colors possible! Color palette:   zink yellow RAL 1018  |   pure orange RAL 2004  |   carmine red RAL 3002  |    gentian blue RAL 5010  |   cobalt blue RAL 5013   
 opal green RAL 6026  |   agate grey RAL 7038  |   dusty grey RAL 7037  |   anthracite grey RAL 7016  |   jet black RAL 9005

Luminous red  
RAL 3024



AEROtex®- PlanPRO 

 Luminous red RAL 3024

EROcase®
PROpack - Preconfigured Models

Interior with bottle holder 

and additional tie-down loops

EROcase® - PROpack GTS O2
Emergency backpack in slim design with 2 module cases and a separate 

pocket for receiving an O2 unit and accessories.

The removable O2 bag is also held with strong magnets and equipped with extra storage 

space, a magnetic closing flap for quick access and its own additional holding device.

By means of the handles the O2 bag can be used at any time independently during opera-

tion and in addition it can be hung at stretchers and beds with the longitudinally-mounted 

fastening straps.

The other two module cases allow accommodation of additional accessories for ventilation.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

Fastening straps with 

magnetic fastenings

Easy-Access-Window
• Regulation of O2 flow

• Control of bottle content
The window is  

closed magnetically

EROcase® - PROpack GT
Emergency backpack with two shells and integrated magnetic technology.

The upper shell additionally has ferromagnetic plates in the top and bottom side. 

Differently colored modular cases incl. an ampoule case for storage of 54 ampoules 

(upgradeable to 72 ampoules), able to carry all the necessary items for a structured 

emergency operation.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

   Ampoule case    Bandage

   Access   Ventilation   Intubation    Diagnostic

  Lower shell

   Ventilation (2 x 4)

   Intubation (2 x 4)

   Diagnostic (2 x 3)

   Access (2 x 3)

  Upper shell

   Bandage (4 x 3)

   Ampoule case 54 slots (4 x 4)

     (upgradeable to 72 slots)

  Lower shel

   O2 unit 

 (0,8 | 1 | 2 Liter)

(2 x 7)

   Ventilation (2 x 4)

   Intubation (2 x 3)

SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System

AEROtex®- PlanPRO 

 Luminous red RAL 3024



AEROtex®- PlanPRO 

 Luminous red RAL 3024

AEROtex®- PlanPRO 

 Luminous red RAL 3024

Due to the durable materials being used the 

external ampoule case is even more robust 

in the upper region.

Due to the durable materials being used the 

external ampoule case is even more robust 

in the upper region.

EROcase® - PROpack GTA I
The emergency backpack is based on the model GT with 4 module cases in the lower shell. 

The other two module cases have been moved to the outside of the backpack.

The module bag is located in the other lower part of the backpack while the ampoule case 

can be found in a quick-access insertion slot in the upper part above.

The fully integrated magnetic technology secures a solid seating of the large  

ampoule case by also adding two snap-in magnets.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

EROcase® - PROpack GTA II
Emergency backpack with a large outside lying ampoule case.

The lower shell is based on the model GT and is equipped with 4 module cases. 

In the outer region, the large ampoule case is also housed in a fast access storage 

compartment as in the model GTA I.

The magnetic technology has been implemented here as well, and guarantees  

a secure grip in the open-topped quick-access slot.

The emergency backpacks GTA II and GTS O2 function as the so called  

„Two-case-system“ (Respiration | Circulation)

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups..

3 integrated ampoule 

 strips inside

  Low shell

   Ventilation (2 x 4)

   Intubation (2 x 4)

   Diagnostic (2 x 3)

   Access (2 x 3)

  Quick-access slot

   Ampoule case 54 slots (4 x 4)

     (upgradeable to 72 slots)

  Outside lower part

   Bandage (4 x 3)

  Lower shell

   Ventilation/Intubation (2 x 4)

   Bandage (2 x 4)

   Diagnostic (2 x 3)

   Access (2 x 3)

  Quick-access slot

   Ampoule case 108 slots (4 x 7)

SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System
• Keeps the module case safely in its slot: Just put the  

upper closure part straight onto the lower closure part  

and let it lock

• Easy to remove in emergency situations: Just pull the 

module case to the top to remove it from its lock

SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System
5 integrated ampoule 

 strips inside

EROcase®
PROpack - Preconfigured Models



Dimensions:  43 x 21.5 x 31 cm

Weight:  3.75 kg

Volume:  approx. 25 L

AEROtex®- PlanPRO

EROcase®
PRObag - Vorkonfigurierte Modelle

EROcase® - PRObag
The new emergency bags concept contains four emergency bags with equal sizes:

PRObag  Baby  |  PRObag  Burn  |  PRObag  Intox  |  PRObag  Surgery

All life-saving appliances can be housed in the differently colored module cases,  

including the two ampoule cases (Baby | Intox) for a structured emergency operation. 

EROcase® - PRObag Baby

Baby emergency equipment
Emergency bag for medical equipment according  

to DIN 13232, part C Children. 

3 different module cases and an ampoule case.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

EROcase® - PRObag Burn

Burns
Emergency bag for uses against burns.

Equipment parts such as sterile saline solutions for flushing, cooling compresses,  

bandage scissors, as well as sterile and unsterile bandaging materials can be 

housed in the differently colored module cases.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

EROcase® - PRObag Intox

Toxication
Emergency bag for uses against toxication.

The emergency bag can be used for operations with toxications.

All necessary instruments and disposable materials for large volume accesses,  

as well as infusions and sufficient medications accomodated as „antidotes“  

can be housed inside the bag.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

EROcase® - PRObag Surgery

Surgical kits
Emergency bag for the housing of surgical instruments.

The instruments can be housed within the 4 module cases, for example:

Surgical emergencys kits | Venae cesarean section cutlery | Cutlery for koniotomy, cricotomy,  

episiotomy, thoracic drainage, emergency amputation and omphalotomy  | needles, syringes,  

scalpels, sutures, dressings and drapes.

Modular bags
Color-coordinated according to the different functional groups.

  Lower shell

   Ventilation (2 x 4)

   Intubation (2 x 4)

  Upper shell

   Diagnostic (2 x 4)

   Ampoul case (2 x 4)

  Lower shell

   Universal (2 x 4)

   Universal (2 x 4)

  Upper shell

   Bandage (2 x 4)

   Diagnostic (2 x 4)

  Lower shell

   Universal (2 x 4)

   Universal (2 x 4)

  Upper shell

   Bandage (2 x 4)

   Diagnostic (2 x 4)

  Lower shell

   Universal (2 x 4)

   Universal (2 x 4)

  Upper shell

   Ampoule case 

 54 slots  

 (upgradeable to 72 slots)

(4 x 4)



Dimensions:  28 x 41x 34 cm

Weight:  6.8 Kg

EROcase®
PRObag RS - Preconfigured Models

EROcase® - PRObag RS

Riding squad bag for fast-response unit like for example riding squads  

of the police or medical services.

Anatomically designed and equal in construction main bags, which are each  

equipped with a front compartment including a viewing window for identification,  

card etc. and clamping straps to restrict the max. opening of the bags.

• Fastening with „Snap In Magnetic System“ and buckles  

Contamination risk is minimized

• Anti-slip bridge (center beam) 

Prevents slippage of the lateral main bags

• Each saddle type possible 

Fixing (upper / lower entanglement) of the bags to the cinch  

Hitting of the pockets is minimized

Modular bags
The functional groups ventilation, intubation, suction,bandage,  

access and diagnostic find their place as modular bags in the interieor  

of the two main bags.

Fast first aid in terrain  

by horseback helpers

Fast access to the necessary  

materials in the module bags

EROcase® - Optional module Pocket markings

Upon request we deliver... 

Stable and durable hard-foil labels for labeling the modular bags according to their purpose of use.

SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System

First bag

  Lower shell

   Zugang (2 x 3)

   Diagnostik (2 x 3)

   Universal (4 x 1)

  Upper shell

   Verband (4 x 3)

   Universal (4 x 1)

Second bag

  Lower shell

   Beatmung (2 x 4)

   Intubation (2 x 4)

  Upper shell

   Universal

 (Absaugung)
(4 x 4)



AEROtex®- PlanPRO 

Luminous red RAL 3024

AEROtex® - PlanPRO 

Blue RAL 5010

EROcase® - OXYbag

Compact oxygen bag for oxygen cylinders up to 2 liters. All-round padding and integrated plastic plate to protect the interior and for stability.  

The oxygen bottle is securely fixed in the main compartment with fastening straps. The user has the permanent option to regulate the O2-flow 

and a continuous control of oxygen level via the easy-access-window. More equipment can be stored in the compartments of the interior and also 

in the front compartment.

Clamping straps to restrict the 

max. opening of the bag

Convenient carrying 
• Padded shoulder strap 

• Fastening straps for transport at a stretcher - magnetically closed

Protection level 1
Hand sanitizer, tape and other small parts.

Protection level 2
Disposable gloves, face mask, MRSA mantle etc.

Protection level 3
Splashguard visor with mouthguards, full-body protective clothing, etc.













Easy-Access-Window 
• Permanent option to regulate the O2-flow via magnetic 

easy-access-window 

• Continuous control of oxygen level

Dimensions:  52 x 22 x 20 cm

Weight:  1.4 Kg

Dimension:  52 x 32 x 23 cm

Weight:  1 Kg

Volume:  approx. 28 L

Dust-proof zippers 
protect the interior against contamination

EROcase®
OXYbag  |  ANTI-INFECTIONbag

Fastening straps 

magnetically closed

Open: Pull off to the side Close: put straight on and let lock in

EROcase® - ANTI-INFECTIONbag

The perfect bag for infection control and applications with contact with resistant germs  

and lethal pathogens. Related to practice separation of the storage space to store the  

complete equipment for infection control divided into three protection levels.

The storage space is divided into 2 separately accessible and lockable  

compartments and a small lockable front pocket and is due to dustproof  

zippers protected against pollution.

Safe protection against infection - hygienic, practical, compact.

View on front compartment

Easy-Access-Window  

magnetically closed

SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System



EROcase® - IMMObag

Compact emergency bag for your immobilisation equipment. Practical space concept for storing rescue corset, splints, pelvic sling and 

cervical collars in different sizes. The compartments on the front and on the back allow quick access to the material, the front compartment 

is accessible from both the outside and from the inside. The bag is designed so that it is always balanced while carrying.

Perfectly equipped for the immobilization - structured and well thought out.

AEROtex®- PlanPRO 

Yellow RAL 1018

Dimensions:  85 x 24 x 25 cm

Weight:  1.6 Kg

Volume:  approx. 40 L

Plan Reinforced handle 
for more comfort

Balanced carrying comfort

Additional handle
for placing

Front compartment 
reachable from the inside, 

and the outside

Diversified compartment
with 6 compartments 

for the  of cervical collars and pelvic slings

Comfortable transport 
• Padded carrying strap

• Additional quick release belts for fixation on body

Main compartment
with additionally incorporated compartment  

on inner rear pane

Separate insertion  
compartment 
e.g. for aluminum clipboard

Separate front  
compartment
e.g. for writing utensils

The models  
Dimensions:  30 x 43 x 15 cm

Weight:  0.6 kg

Volume:  approx. 19 L

EROcase®
IMMObag  |  DAYbag

EROcase® - DAYbag

Practical DAYbags made of nylon for everyday use.Sufficient storage space in the 

main compartment as well as in the front compartment for the utensils you need 

in everyday life.

Your every day companion - Color matched to your WEARbag.

AEROtex® - Dura 

Light blue

AEROtex® - Dura 

Red

AEROtex® - Dura 

Black







 SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System

Snap-Back handle

Viewing window
for identification | vehicle number 

business card

Mask for 4-hole punch 
with integrated ruler

Including aluminum clipboard 
with anti-scratch coating

attachable and safely housed in the insertion  

compartment on the rear, no need for a second clip

Color-matched  
organization
thanks to color-coded  

diversified compartment

EROcase®
ORGAbag

The DIN A5 Modell

The DIN A4 Modell

EROcase® - ORGAbag

Multi-organizer (DIN A4 and DIN A5) with a large number of compartments for a clear arrangement of forms, documents, vehicle documents, 

writing utensils etc. Includes aluminum clipboard (only DIN A4), perfect for documentation. Optional, the flexible organizational talents can be 

upgraded with a navigation or tablet bag.

Flexible organizational talents 

- You always make the right decision.

AEROtex® - Dura 

Light blue

AEROtex® - Dura 

Light yellow

AEROtex® - PlanPRO 

Daylight red

AEROtex® - PlanPRO 

Black

Schlüsselclip 
magnetisch zu befestigen







Tablet bag 7"Navi bag Tablet bag 10"

DIN A 5 
DIN A 4

DIN A 5 
DIN A 4

DIN A 4

SIMS  - Snap In Magnetic System

Upgradeable
for DIN A4 and DIN A5 Organizer

Key clip
magnetically attachable

Clear interior separation
• Transparent pockets inside

• Velcro strips for fixing the optional bags, 

which also can be filed

• Elastic loops for writing utensils

Viewing window
for identification | vehicle number | business card

DIN A5

Dimensions:  29 x 2.5 x 5 cm

Weight:  0.5 kg

The models 

DIN A4

Dimensions:  29 x 37.5 x 6.5 cm

Weight:  1 kg



EROcase® - WEARbag

Very spacious garment bags sizes M / L and L / XL made of high quality nylon for clean and hygienic stowage of clothing or special equipment of 

emergency personnel. The separate boot compartment is made of tarpaulin material and separates the spacious main compartment hygienically 

from the boots. In addition, dust-proof zippers protect the interior against contamination. Thanks to the practical extension function the garment 

bags can be enlarged.

AEROtex® - Dura 

Black

AEROtex® - Dura 

Light blue

AEROtex® - Dura 

Red

WEARbag M/L

WEARbag L/XL

Metal eyelet to attach 

a CO-meter

Extension feature

Multifunctional spatial wonder 
for your personal protective clothing or special equipment.

Dust-proof zippers
protect the interior against contamination

Front compartment and  
additional side compartment 

for extra storage room

Large main compartment 
with 2 side pockets 

Versatile carrying system
• Wide, padded back straps

• Additional shoulder strap

Separate boot compartment 
made from tarpaulin, 

keeps the clothes inside clean

The models 
Size M/L

Dimensions:  50 (60) x 35 x 35 cm

Weight:  1.9 kg

Volume:  approx. 55 (66) L

Size L/XL

Dimensions:  75 (85) x 40 x 35 cm

Weight:  2.5 kg

Volumen:  approx. 95 (107) L

EROcase®
WEARbag



EROcase®
FirstAid Bag
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EROcase® - Firstaid Bag

First aid bag with comfortable SIMS - Snap In Magnetic System, the magnetic lock wall mount. For both stationary as well as for mobile use.  

Fast access, structured and well thought-out floor plan with a generous space for extensive first aid equipment. Lightweight and durable 

construction, excellent craftsmanship processed using high-quality materials – Made in EU. 

Optimally organized for quick first aid.

Padded exterior walls
• Protected interior

• Stiffeners keep the bag in the form

Front pocket
• For accident book

Durable tarpaulin
• Both sides glossy painted

• Easy to clean

Transparent side pockets
• Space for 2 x 200 ml eye wash or plaster box etc.

• Dustproof zipper

„First Aid“ imprint
• Including emergency sign according to EN ISO 7010

SIMS - Snap In Magnetic System 
The magnetic lock wall mount 
• Keeps the bag securely attached to the wall:  

Let top piece of fastening slide straightly and click  

into place at bottom piece

• Easy removal in case of emergency:  

Pull bag upward to release it from the fastening

Dimensions:  45 x 31 x 18 cm

Weight:  1.1 Kg

Volume:  approx. 16 L

AEROtex®- Plan 

Red RAL 3002

Perfect operating convenience
• Generous Access to the Main Compartment

• Thoughtful room layout for a clearly laid out  

First-Aid Equipment

• Down loops arranged in different sizes, horizontally 

and vertically

• Rollable interior compartments with lockable  

transparent pockets and shelves 

- Protection against dirt 

- No slipping of materials

„Always everything
in sight!“

Stationary or Mobile

Quick access either on the wall 
or in the field



AEROcase®
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Product overview - AEROcase®  The new Face

AEROcase® - PROpack
Item-No. Description Material Color Dimensions (WxHxD) Weight

HT13-PGT-70-C001 AEROcase® - PGT, PROpack GT XL Plan   Luminous red approx. 44 x 56 x 28 cm 6.2 kg incl. modular bag*

HT13-PGTS-70-C002 AEROcase® - PGTS, PROpack GTS XL Plan   Luminous red approx. 44 x 54 x 17 cm 4.7 kg incl. modular bag*

HT13-PGTA1-70-C003 AEROcase® - PGTA1, PROpack GT Ampoule case 1 XL Plan   Luminous red approx. 44 x 53 x 28 cm 7.0 kg incl. modular bag*

HT13-PGTA2-70-C004 AEROcase® - PGTA2, PROpack GT Ampoule case 2 XL Plan   Luminous red approx. 44 x 53 x 26 cm 6.9 kg incl. modular bag*

AEROcase® - PRObag
HT13-BM1-BABY1 AEROcase® - BBABM1, PRObag Baby M Plan   Yellow approx. 43 x 31 x 19 cm 3.8 kg incl. modular bag*

HT13-BM1-BURN1 AEROcase® - BBURM1, PRObag Burn M Plan   Orange approx. 43 x 31 x 19 cm 3.5 kg incl. modular bag*

HT13-BM1-INTOX1 AEROcase® - BINTM1, PRObag Intox M Plan   Red approx. 43 x 31 x 19 cm 3.8 kg incl. modular bag*

HT13-BM1-SURGERY1 AEROcase® - BSURM1, PRObag Surgery M Plan   Blue approx. 43 x 31 x 19 cm 3.5 kg incl. modular bag*

AEROcase® - PRObag RS
HT13-BRSM1-60-C005 AEROcase® - PRObag RS, cavalry division bag Plan   Red approx. 28 x 41 x 34 cm 6.8 kg incl. modular bag*

AEROcase® - IMMObag
HT13-IMMOBL1-8 AEROcase® - IMMOBL1, IMMObag Plan   Yellow approx. 85 x 24 x 25 cm 1.6 kg

AEROcase® - ANTI-INFECTIONbag
HT13-AIBM1-70 AEROcase® -  AIBM1, ANTI-INFECTIONbag Plan   Luminous red approx. 52 x 32 x 23 cm 1 kg

AEROcase® - OXYbag
HT13-OXYBM1-1 AEROcase® -  OXYBM1, OXYbag Plan   Blue approx. 52 x 22 x 20 cm 1.35 kg

AEROcase® - ORGAbag
HT13-ORGAB51-7 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A5 Plan   Light red approx. 29 x 22.5 x 5 cm 0.5 kg

HT13-ORGAB51-0 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A5 Plan   Black approx. 29 x 22.5 x 5 cm 0.5 kg

HT12-ORGAB51-2 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A5 Nylon   Light blue approx. 29 x 22.5 x 5 cm 0.5 kg

HT12-ORGAB51-9 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A5 Nylon   Light yellow approx. 29 x 22.5 x 5 cm 0.5 kg

HT13-ORGAB41-7 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A4 Plan   Luminous red approx. 29 x 37.5 x 6.5 cm 1 kg

HT13-ORGAB41-0 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A4 Plan   Black approx. 29 x 37.5 x 6.5 cm 1 kg

HT12-ORGAB41-2 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A4 Nylon   Light blue approx. 29 x 37.5 x 6.5 cm 1 kg

HT12-ORGAB41-9 AEROcase® -  ORGAbag A4 Nylon   Light yellow approx. 29 x 37.5 x 6.5 cm 1 kg

AEROcase® - WEARbag
HT12-WEARBML1-69 AEROcase® -  WEARbag M/L Nylon   Red approx. 50(60) x 35 x 35 cm 1.9 kg

HT12-WEARBML1-09 AEROcase® -  WEARbag M/L Nylon   Black approx. 50(60) x 35 x 35 cm 1.9 kg

HT12-WEARBML1-29 AEROcase® -  WEARbag M/L Nylon   Light blue approx. 50(60) x 35 x 35 cm 1.9 kg

HT12-WEARBLXL1-69 AEROcase® -  WEARbag L/XL Nylon   Red approx. 75(85) x 40 x 35 cm 2.5 kg

HT12-WEARBLXL1-09 AEROcase® -  WEARbag L/XL Nylon   Black approx. 75(85) x 40 x 35 cm 2.5 kg

HT12-WEARBLXL1-29 AEROcase® -  WEARbag L/XL Nylon   Light blue approx. 75(85) x 40 x 35 cm 2.5 kg

AEROcase® - DAYbag
HT12-DAYBM1-69 AEROcase® -  DAYbag Nylon   Red approx. 30 x 43 x 15 cm 0.6 kg

HT12-DAYBM1-09 AEROcase® -  DAYbag Nylon   Black approx. 30 x 43 x 15 cm 0.6 kg

HT12-DAYBM1-29 AEROcase® -  DAYbag Nylon   Light blue approx. 30 x 43 x 15 cm 0.6 kg

AEROcase® - FirstAid Bag
HT13-ABL1-R AEROcase® - FirstAid Bag, FirstAid Bag Plan   Red approx. 45 x 31 x 18 cm 1.1 kg

* Further Information on the individual Module-Bag-Types can be found in the inner part of this Brochure.


